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LIVING LIGHTLY IN CIRCULAR COMFORT
Little Foot Yurt Sales Package

WHAT IS A YURT? Yurts are the
traditional nomadic home from Central
Asia. The yurt is a collapsible framework of
wooden poles covered with felt and or
canvas. The design of these ancient shelters
has been kept unchanged for over one
thousand years. Having proven themselves
over many centuries, they remain one of the
oldest indigenous forms of shelter still in
use today.
Today yurts are used all over the world as
people are interested in alternatives to
conventional building and want to live more
intimately with nature. Individual yurt owners
find many uses for their yurts, such as a studio,
guesthouse, classroom or workshop space,
gazebo, retreat and meditation centre, family
camping, or a vacation cottage.
Being inside a yurt has a grounding effect on
all who enter and creates a calm and inspiring
space for many purposes and activities.
Therefore yurts provide beautiful shelter for
weddings, festivals, banqueting, seminars and informational display.
Yurts are a unique venue - completely circular, wood framed, and easily heated they are
incredibly practical structures for entertaining people, providing event space, or for
simply living in. Covered with breathable waterproof canvas the yurts keep people cool
during a hot summer’s day and warm on cool evenings.

BUILDERS OF LITTLE FOOT YURTS
We are builders of Nova Scotia coppice wood yurts, inspired by the Kyrgyz and
Mongolian style yurts. Our yurts are hand-crafted by Selene Cole, (tailors the coverings),
and Alex Cole & Silas Hanavan, (builds the yurt frames). We are not just yurt
manufactures. We are a family run business that provide educational workshops and are
at the forefront of developing sustainable forestry projects in our local community.
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WHY CHOOSE A LITTLE FOOT YURT?
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

We are a small family business
blending our artistic skills of green
woodworking, textiles and ancient
building techniques to provide
traditional style yurts.
We support local well-managed
woodlots and source our wood
whilst developing coppice
woodlands in Paradise, NS which
produces a healthy and sustainable
renewable resource
Ancient building techniques such as hand splitting, steam bending and coppicing
produce a strong and unique frame.
The traditional design allows clients to set up and dismantle with ease. The
wooden frame does not use complicated fixtures and fittings so it can be easily
maintained by the owner.
Egyptian weave cotton canvas of the highest quality is used which does not
produce off gases or capture condensation like vinyl coverings. Our canvas have
been tested to S109 & CPAI 84 Canadian Fire Standards.
By utilizing round wood we create beautifully hand crafted yurts each one unique
and individual.
Hand made yurts use less resources and energy to provide a very strong long
lasting shelter.

TYPES OF YURT VENUES
A 17 to 20 ft yurt is an ideal space for accommodating a small to medium sized family or
for a variety of uses such a studio or guest home. Our larger yurts can be used for
business and educational uses such as a conference facility, banqueting venue or
classroom. Little Foot Yurts are happy to design a yurt that fits your needs and can
provide to scale floor plans that will clearly depict layout and space for your yurt.
Diameter
12
17
20
24

Little Foot Yurts
902 670-4556

Square Feet
113
227
314
450

Can accommodate
Bedroom size
Cottage size for a family
Cottage size for a larger family
Commercial and business use
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PRODUCTION METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

build traditional style yurts based on the Kyrgyz and Mongolian designs. Our yurts
that reflect the woodland mix of the Nova Scotia Acadian forest. The wood for the walls
are taken from well-managed woodlots and the wood for the roof poles and wheel are
taken by hand from coppicing hardwoods, which renew themselves every twelve years.
We

Every part of the tree we cut down is used. In
many cases the wood is split using a froe (pictured
on the left) instead of sawing, which leaves the
wood fibres uncut to get the maximum strength
and then steam bent to achieve components with
no loss of structural strength.

Spruce or steam bent ash is used to make the wall
trellises, and coppiced maple, ash or birch is used
for the roof poles. With a froe, the ash is hand-split
to acquire the two strongest possible planks and
then steam bent to form the crown wheel. The
mortises are burned into a square using a charcoal
and hardwood forced air forge. Each roof pole is cut
by hand, carved, tapered, dried, sanded and finished
with linseed oil.
Our production methods and techniques are very
different from modern style yurts, which use sawn
wood for the entire frame, aircraft cable for the
tension band and laminated components. Traditional
style yurts have an organic look and in the building
processes do require a lot more labour, which
reflects the higher price we charge compared to
modern style yurts. Our sales prices are comparable
to traditional yurt companies in England and Wales.
Explore our Design & Production gallery on our sales page to see images of all the
techniques we use to make our yurts so strong and beautiful!
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COPPICE - SUSTAINIBLE FORESTRY
Anyone who has cut down a Christmas tree knows that
the stump will die. Do the same thing to many
hardwoods such as ash, maple, and oak, and they will
grow new shoots. Given the right light these shoots will
grow up straight with few branches. This technique is
referred to as coppicing.
Coppice is the rotational harvesting of the regrowth of
hardwood stumps. It has been used in Europe for
thousands of years providing renewable short rotation
wood products such as firewood, fencing, furniture and
yurt poles! It is a technique that leaves the tree alive and
encourages its regrowth with minimal disturbance to the
soil bacteria and habitats.
Most of the woods in England were coppiced,
effectively growing the lumber to size and using it for
almost every domestic application (brooms, handles and
walking sticks) to commercial applications (gates,
fences, hurdles, faggots, and for building). By the end of
the 19th century this skill and knowledge has almost
been forgotten due to our demand for uniform, square,
sawn lumber. However, partly influenced by climate
change there is a trend towards sustainability in which
we hope this ancient method can be rediscovered in
Canada. Developing coppice woodland crafts could be
excellent way to give value to our local Acadian forest.
Coppice also prolongs the life of the tree and enhances
the local fauna and flora of the woodland. For more
information on this topic, a great book to read is
Coppiced Woodlands, Their Management for Wildlife
by the Joint Nature Conservation Committee of England.
We have been harvesting and preparing a woodland in
Paradise, NS for 12 years. (We started in 2009). We
proudly revisit the trees we harvested from a decade ago
to acquire new yurt poles taking care to promote the
health of the tree ensuring a even greater yield from the
tree 10 years from now.
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COVERINGS
We take special care in tailoring the yurt canvas to
perfectly fit its frame. We use an Egyptian double
weave cotton canvas called Sungorger FR (10.5oz).
It is tested to Canadian fire codes CPAI 84 and
S109 ULC. It is a treated canvas, which is rot,
mildew, water, fire, and UV resistant. The
treatments are very necessary in damp and cold
climates like we have in Nova Scotia.
We recommend having two roof covers for year
round use. Using a double layered breathable
membrane allows condensation and moisture to
pass outward without letting in any drips in. This canvas provides an excellent weather
resistant covering that is both natural and breathable, allowing condensation to escape
whilst keeping the harshest of weathers out.
The benefits of a breathable natural membrane such as canvas instead of vinyl plastic are
as follows: significantly less condensation, no off gassing, more aesthetically pleasing,
lighter, and easier to repair.

CUSTOM DESIGNED YURTS
Every yurt we make is custom designed and we take great
pride in working with our customers in a personal way. In
most cases we prefer to meet with our clients and go through
all the choices and arrive at a yurt that will fit your personal
needs. We build in the winter months providing new yurts in
the early spring time.
All of our yurts include the following:
Wall trellises, spruce or steam bent ash (24ft only), door
frame, coppiced maple, ash or birch roof poles, steam bent
wheel; tailored yurt canvas including wall sections with rot
proof skirt, roof canvas with perimeter rope, tension band, canvas door, tie downs, pegs
and eight pointed roof hat with window (color of your choice for roof hat).
We have four common sizes of yurts that we build (12ft, 17ft, 20ft, & 24ft ) however we
can custom build your yurt to any size and specification that suits your needs.
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AS A LITTLE FOOT YURT OWNER YOU RECEIVE:
1. A full day of training with Alex & Selene Cole including erecting your yurt
(subject to delivery charges)
2. A Little Foot Yurt information guide with step by step pictures detailing
assembling, dismantling, and caring for your yurt.
3. Lifetime support over the phone, in person or by email
4. Two year warranty on all parts and canvas

LITTLE FOOT YURT PRICE LIST
Square footage
Height of wall
Height in center
Base price
Options
Tarp and coconut
husk flooring
Extra winter
cover
Single handcrafted panel
door (3 ft wide)
Double handcrafted panel
door (4 ft wide)
Carved panels
Small roll up
plastic window
with bug screen
(22" * 28")
Large roll up
plastic window
with bug screen
(32" x 38")
Chimney fitting
in wall
Chimney fitting
in hat for central
stove with welded
support & hearth
Felt wall liner

Little Foot Yurts
902 670-4556

12ft Yurt
113
4 ft
7 ft
$9,230

17ft Yurt
227
5.5 ft
9.5 ft
$14,230

20ft Yurt
314
5.5 ft
10.5 ft
$17,850

24ft Yurt
450
6.5 ft
11.5 ft
$25,480

$710

$1280

$1800

$2130

$1,310

$1,665

$2,140

$3,120

$1,580.00

$1,580.00
$2,410.00
$450

$240

$420

$420

$500

$330.00

$330

$330

NA

$920.00

$920.00

$920.00

NA

$1,770.00

$2,390.00

$2,890.00

NA
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Carved panels can be personalized to your logo, or taste (photos are available)
Note: Because of fluctuating costs, all prices are subject to change without notice.

TRAINING, MANUAL & GUARANTEE
We will deliver your yurt (subject to travel costs) and provide you with a full day of
training, including erecting your yurt. You will also receive our Little Foot Yurt
Informational Guide with pictures for every step in erecting, dismantling, and caring for
your yurt. We guarantee our yurts for two years on all parts and workmanship. We are
also available to provide lifetime advise for yurt owners either over the phone or by
email.

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE
A maintenance package is available if you want Little Foot Yurts to erect, dismantle and
maintain your yurt for $65 per hour/per LFY staff. The full cost will depend on your
location. Read more about caring for your yurt in our Maintenance & Cleaning Guide on
our website.

DEPOSITS
A 50% deposit is required for all purchases of our yurts before we start building. The
remaining balance is required at the time of delivery.

BUILDING TIMES
All of our yurts that will be built for spring each year, must have the deposit paid and be
ordered before the end of December. This is because of the cyclical nature of our
harvesting techniques; the forestry component of our work (which occurs in the winter)
precedes each build.
Thank you for taking the time to read through our
sales package. We hope that you have found the
information helpful. For more information
regarding our building techniques, yurt living and
maintenance please read our Frequently Asked
Questions, which can be found on our website.
Our yurts are not mass-produced; each one is an
original piece of shelter art that is both strong and
healthy. We are certain you will enjoy and
appreciate that they are hand-crafted.
Sincerely Alex & Selene Cole
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